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About This Game

Escape Bloody Mary is a short and sweet horror VR escape room following the folklore behind the legend of Bloody Mary. Turn
off the lights, light a few candles, say her name three times into a mirror and you might see her on the other side. Escape Bloody
Mary takes you through the worst possible scenario of the childhood ritual. Prepare for an immersive horror experience which
transforms your typical bathroom into an unsettling and stressful haunted environment with no way out. Can you find a way out

before Bloody Mary claims your soul?

Gameplay offers a series of puzzles under pressure which are designed to force the user to balance strategy and survival.
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Title: Escape Bloody Mary
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Well Told Entertainment
Publisher:
Well Told Entertainment
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space
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3\/10 as a game. 6\/10 if this were a Which Way book.

I wanted to like this game. Someone recommended that if I like SPAZ and\/or FTL, two of my favorite games, I'd like this
game, but it's nothing like them. It very quickly became apparent that there was nothing at all to this game, but I played for a
few more hours just in case I was missing something. I wasn't. It's like pulling a lever on a slot machine. So if you like pulling a
lever on a slot machine, you'll love this game. If you like strategy, there's none to be had in Weird Worlds.

Note: If you look at the play time on the positive reviews, they actually played less than I did. So they say they like it, but not
enough to actually play it.. I got so addicted to this relaxing truck driving simulator that I bought almost all the DLCs! It is so
great for someone having a bad day.. Wow, What can I say I want to see this out of interest. It looked erie from the screenshots,
reminded me of Kings Field for some reason.

Unfortunately turns out this is not a game really, I'm not sure what it is. All 6 levels are an open space with one little area to
search and collect and Item. Level 2 is a tower in forest. The tower is about 6x6m and 5 levels tall, 3 enemys killed in one shot
lift a crytstal level done. literally 10mins and your done, finished with the game.

Not all is bad. the music is very good adds a rellly nice haunted untertone to the game. I also repesct the fact that the person
whom made it put a lot of time in to it. It would have been hard to learn how to create and edit, something i can't do or would
ever bother trying. I really did like the simple and erie look to the game, just wish there was a game here to back it up with. But
for $1.50 what do you expect.

Just not sure why this was put on steam or how it passed any level of quality control by steam. There is no game here it is just
more someones muck around with Unity. Going by this I could literally create a game title sceen 10mins of anything you have
semi control over and bam its a game on steam.

Finally though for $1.50, I guess I got what I paid for. It will keep me entertained for an hour or so checking for anythign else
I've missed and seeing what maxing the spells does if anything. So for a Buck Fifty yeah I'll recommend it. You can get much
for that but you can get this ;). If you enjoy RTS... this is a no brainer.... Hundreds of units, unlimited terrain, extreme
customization of settings, and comes with multiplayer, a campaign and skirmish capabilities. WOW.

I found this game way way way back--when LASW was on the Apple itunes store. It exceeded my expectations.

Now that Machines at War has entered Steam I can't wait to see it explode into the community...

Pros:

Units: Tons of units--all unique and very balance. There is always a way to counter a unit. But with a diverse army it can be
much harder even though it may cost more resources and time to get a diverse army. There are about four tiers of units: wimpy,
base units, strong units, and mega units. I won't spoil anything but when you get your hands on a mega unit it just gets your heart
pumping! Plus they are also very diverse and balanced!

Settings: If you want only infantry, you got it. Sick of nukes? disable them. Need a challenge? play against robotic. You are in
control of how the game is played. Plus the maps are randomly generated... with different land types (lava, sand, forest etc.).
Really... you can make the envirnment the way you want!

Calm: Most RTS games are gogogogogogo. Starcraft for example, love it, live it, breath it, but it is a very stressful game!
MAW3 brings a competitive atmosphere with an easy to understand and comfortable gameplay. Going a long with the balance
of the game, there is so many options that even if your opponent is being aggressive you can counter it with defense. If your
opponent is turtling, save up for some nukes and upgrades. If your opponent seems to be spending a lot on powerful units
counter with multiple attacks of smaller units from multiple areas. It is an easy envirornment to get good and have fun but
without the frustration (most of the time).

Cons:
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Resource Management: This is a struggle in this game. The only resource management involved is time, power and credits (not
sure of the technical term in this perticular game). The thing is, the credits are made automatically and you are given 50 (to start
out with) per second i believe. Yes, this is an easy way to make sure the game is balance but it takes away from another strategic
point that can be pressured. The only thing the enemy can do you negatively inpact your "economy" is by destroying power.
Now... you can increase the amount of credits you earn per second by capturing rare minerals on the map and upgrading your
headquaters. Still... I wish there was another smaller building that would allow you to get maybe five extra credits per second so
there could be a micro economy.

Multiplayer: Hopefully with MAW3 entering the Steam arena will help with this but there is almost no multiplayer lobbies at all.
On the mobile devices you can randomly search for people and you MIGHT get someone. Here its almost always 0 servers 1
player online (that player is you).

Controls: For the most part navigation and understanding where things are is very easy to understand. But the lake of superb unit
control and hot keys hurts this game. *This in no way is a game breaker* some units are small and cannot be targeted very well
(infantry---- one of the reasons their affective) some units will keep moving towards the engaged unit, sometimes losing its
range advantage and therefore nullifying the reason for range advantage at some points, and the mouse dragging affect with the
four headed arrow ca be extremely annoying. Maybe an option to toggle on and off?

All in all..... EPIC. And all done by ONE GUY. So good. Buy it. Love it.

Oh and the graphics.................... honestly. Some of the best games were created on the Gameboy Advance, Playstation, and
Atari.... Graphics can make a game look beautiful but in no way (in my opinion) will make a game successful. Poop graphics,
excellent mechanics= Good game. Excellent graphics, poop mechanics= poor game... It is not a Mobile port rip off... the PC
version was created first LOL!

5/5 Keep it up James.... There is a bug in the game in which when you launch it the game will often stay on a black screen and
the only way to fix this is to delete your save. It's extremely infuriating and i recommend you stay away from this game until
they patch the bug.. The game Nusakana is a good Game The animations and art sytle is nice, The combat is new, and its open
world. This game - was the business partner of - your mother - and - your dog - and wait til you read the Steam reviews!.
Battalion 1944 is a game heavily inspired by Call of Duty 2 and the competitive modification for Call of Duty 4 known as
promod. Because of this the game has a high learning curve and you will probably be stomped in wartide by players who have
been playing cod2 and promod for years. However. Battalion 1944 in my opinion is an amazing game and with its struggled time
in early access behind us and a much more playable game with a consistent player base i truly believe battalion 1944 is worth
picking up if you are into PC shooters of any kind. Competitive players are provided with a game mode similar to CSGO with
an economy (not previously in cod2 and promod) and matchmaking, tournaments and much more provided by Faceit. Casual
players have a variety of game modes available via arcade (currently accessed via the server browser as a temporary measure).
Battalion 1944 also has official mod tools and custom maps and modes are already in the works for the game. In all. Despite its
troubled past battalion 1944 is a great game that is well worth your time. If you want to learn more about the base competitive
mechanics there are many tutorials online to get you up to speed. Hope to see you on the battlefield!. It's like Turbo Pug, but
then in 3D!! Why wouldn't you buy this?. Other than the Camera angals and a not so good tutorial.. this game is addicting and
fun your fist day you will be killing beastmean and working with the greys after that it is up to you as there will be factions to
work with or fight... good luck
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Hey there! I am a (actualy quite new but eager) fan of your work and came along Chalo Chalo while playing Ibb & Obb with a
friend of mine. A few hours later, we were eight people sitting together and yelling curses at each other while playing your game
:blueduck:
No but seriously, pretty cool game! You can easily turn it into a drinking game if you want, and people can join or leave the
game without realy breaking the flow or tension.
Thumbs up!. i got a coupon for it and had some money in my steam wallet. tbh i didnt expect it to be pretty good but its amazing
for a 1 dollar game. the controls are od but you will get used to it. REALLY FUN TO PLAY, 10\/10 would play again,
definently buy this. Unique spin on Christmas, santa's cheery holiday torture chamber really adds to the cheer. Make sure to
read all the happy letter to santa you find around the workshop, really brightens your spirits! I made a little video on it, I hope
you love it https:\/\/youtu.be\/6jgnjkRwc9g. Concept is fine but controls feel sluggish and randomly generated levels are
rubbish, some completely impassable.. Before I start the review proper I just want to mention that it's rich that the people part
of this community that gave Goat Simulator overwhelming positive reviews and got Grass Simulator on Steam because
they're stupid enough to be bribed with keys think they have any right to judge a game with barely a plot harshly.
Really amusing.

Anyway, yes the plot is thin. Annoyingly so. I didn't get to see just what kind of creature the protagonist was nor why
he was there and the ending was basically a downer of epic proportions similar to Hellraiser but from the start it was
quite obvious this would be one of those "The journey is the story" games. I'm pretty sure that the ending is intentional
since the game has "Grim" in its name though.

Otherwise as far as gameplay goes I'm in love with it for similar reasons I was in love with Amnesia and Penumbra.
The physics and world interactivity is awesome. So is the lighting (Those warm and cool color combinations look so
damn pleasing to the eye). I'm not really one that cares much for puzzles but in this case I just like seeing physics
objects bounce around and there's plenty of that here. Kind of makes one wonder where the complaints are coming
from since if I can manage to negotiate a puzzle in a game I'm pretty sure anyone else can.

The game is also technically interesting because of the engine the author wrote. It's a really simple one that just uses
SDL, Bullet for the physics and TGA based sprites. I love it when people do stuff like this. So easy to just squeeze out a
turd with Unity these days so it's extremely refreshing to see someone take a design and make it their own from the
bottom up. This sort of thing is exactly what makes me remember the good times I had in my gamedev stints and
makes me want to get back to it.

I did a series on it here. Beware though, there's a whole lot of complaining from me about the morons that infest this
community in it.. You can't put words like Diablo or Torchlight in the description because they have NOTHING to do with
This.

First time I clicked PLAY it crashed, after a reboot it's ok. (When do you need to restart PC these days!)
The hero movement is terrible, you can only walk in 8 directions instead of 360 degrees (remember Diablo 1) it's 2016!
Some skills go in the direction your character is facing instead of where your mouse is pointing.
Sounds are rediculous and cartoonish. Some will like it I guess...
You only play in small square arenas, kill all monsters and win.

Maybe in a couple of months I'll give this another go. Since then I don't recommend this game. At all. None of your friends have
played this game recently. Tell them why they should.

how bout i tell em why they shouldnt, cuz it sucks. If you came for the letters, find a different game, that won't hurt your
reputation.
If you came for boobs, just go to the internet.. Just like most Reviewers they wished they had a "Meh" Button, and so do I. This
game wasnt complete♥♥♥♥♥♥but it's pretty meh.

Seriously, This game is complete mediocre and who would want to waste their money on this? People like me who want to
waste their money on garbage games and review them for you lovely people.

Pros:
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- It's $1.09 so it's reasonable for the price to where it should be. So you arn't wasting too much money. (Unlike Masked Shooters
2 with their stupid over $5.00 price)

- The one guy is carrying a M4 Carbine, I approve. (Don't judge me >:C)

Cons:

-It's a point and click game, Those arn't very fun to me.

- The hitboxes are just awful.. Sometimes it's hard to click the zombie's head on the side of the screen without a miss. And if
you're lucky. He wont be close enough to eat you alive to only then make you scream in rage and make you rage quit. It also
dosent help when you have the game on Windowed Mode and you accidently tab out, making it much worst for you to click
back and worry about your characters not being overrun.

- It's one of those kind of games where if you can't see♥♥♥♥♥♥in the dark, you're gonna have a hard time looking for that
specific item, And hitting the hint button clearly shows where that one spot is if you dont have the brightness on high, and you
cant even adjust your brightness, Thanks game for making me regret I don't have nightvision on

- The music is eh... I didn't really expect much for this game to have decent music. It's just regular music you hear in Facebook
games with the exact same setting as this. So it's nothing new

- What the hell is with the "W" being rotated side ways? that looks really weird and there's too much of it.

- You only go so far only to then get stuck at the one part where you have to find Ammo and there's this one ammo that you
can't even grab even tho the hint shows you completly where it is. to the point where you just leave cause of how terrible they
program this game.

- The zombies going up in your face in the main menu kind of scares me, Maybe cause of how creepy that is to have random
zombies up in your face while you're trying to hit play. Makes my skin crawl just looking at it

- The animations.. oh dear lord... They cant animate for♥♥♥♥♥♥

- You know what's great about most games? The fact it has stories in them. This game has NO story whatsoever, Yeah. You're
escaping the Apocalypse, And grabbing gears and driving and shooting, praying to god you will survive. That's pretty much what
you do. But it isnt REALLY a story. It feels more like an objective. Though I shoudln't really complain, This is like a Facebook
game.. Most Facebook games dont.

But again, This game isnt the worst of them all, It's still bad. But when it comes to seeing how many problems there are with the
game, you can easily list alot of the problems.
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